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ABSTRACT
This investigation aimed to predict yam strength for small samples obtained from individual plant

yield depending on fiber strength.Seven Egyptian cotton varieties with different grades were used. The
HVI, pressley and stelometer at zero and 118 gauge were used to detennine fiber strength. High positive
correlation values among pressley at 0 gauge, pressley at 118 gauge, stelometer at 118 gauge and HVI
insttument in SL and USDA modes were obtained (R ranged from 0.83 - 1.(0). The highest contribution
of yam strength in different counts was HVI-USDA fiber strength (R' = 0.91), whereas the lowest
contribution belongs to pressley fiber strength at 118 gauge (R'= 0.78).

The pressley at 0 gauge and stelometer fiber strength showed good contribution ofyam strength (R' =

0.82 and 0.89, respectively). So, according to the high correlations among fiber strength measurements
and their high contributions of yam strength, we can use any of these measurements to predict yam
strength especially from pressley and stelorneter fiber strength ofthe small specimens.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Fiber bundle strength in view of its importance

and impact on the yam quality expressed by yam
strength is a matter of research by researchers and
those who are worthy to be mentioned here,
Ahmad et al. (2003), stated that cotton as a natural
product is always referred to as a non
homogeneous raw material due to variations from
fiber to fiber, bale to bale, area to area, season to
season, growing areas and harvesting methods etc.
They also added that fiber bundle strength is the
most important cotton fiber character which
detennines the amount by which fibers can
overlap with one another, the greater the
overlapping the easier it would be for the fibers to
bind together and better yam strength. Thus fiber
bundle strength has a vital influence upon the
ultimate yam strength and fiber bundle strength
has a direct influence on yam strength.

The fiber bundle strength has long been
recognized as an importance property of cDtton,
strength gained such importance that it affects
processing performance and product quality, as
adopted by Taylor and Godbey, (1993). They also
added that cotton producers, merchants and textile
mill managers have expressed concern about the
reliability of High Volume Instrument (HVI)
strength measurements. Additionally, they
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questioned the accuracy of using these
measurements and asked whether it could be used
as a selection criterion in developing new
varieties for stronger yams.

In an effort to improve cotton strength
measurements, ASTM, (1975) has conducted
numerous experiments to investigate factors
which contribute to measuring fiber strength.
They found that there are major contributions in
specimens to improve specimen preparation thus
reaching an accurate control of the specimen
loading. These efforts produced pressley method
and accordingly have been employed to determine
the strength of cotton fibers by using a flat bundle
of fibers and a simple beam-lever mechanism to
break them to improve reproducibility. Also they
added that fiber combing and tensioning are
devices to provide better fiber alignment.

Taylor and GodbeY,(1995), concluded that
pressley method needs fiber specimens prepared
and pre-tensioned by hand which introduced
operator differences. They also added that strength
nonnalization was perfonned by periodically
retesting a reference cotton.

Utilization pressley fiber bundle strength, as
indicated by Nomeir et al. (1983), at :rero and 111
inch gauge clamp spacing to express strength
uniformity as the ratio pressley fiber bundle
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